
NETWORKING
LUNCH

HOW TO BE HAPPPY IN THE

Hello and welcome to the Networking Cafe! During
today’s lunch, you’ll be able to connect with others to
explore specific topics of interest. A table will be
devoted to a particular topic. If you’re wondering
where you’d like to sit, check the card on the table!
You’ll also see maps around the room to help you find
topics...though sorry, we have no map to find the
maps!

Introduction and initial instructions

"Austrian Airlines flight attendant and passenger" by Austrian Airlines (www.austrian.com). Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons -
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Austrian_Airlines_flight_attendant_and_passenger.jpg

If you need some time to rest or you want to talk about other
things with other people...or maybe you just prefer to be alone and

finish that important document or attain that crazy Candy Crush
level… there are other tables in the room that are not part of the

Networking Cafe activities. Just look for tables with “red cards”
that indicate open discussions and you can go there if you want.

Maybe you can find some interesting networking there too!

Suggestions for promoting discussion

"Ottawa v Tampa Bay refs goal fight April 22 2006" by Flickr user leoniewise - http://www.flickr.com/photos/leoniewise/132835106/. Licensed under
CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons - http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File: Ottawa_v_Tampa_Bay_refs_goal_fight_April_22_2006.jpg

Now that you’re seated at a table, the fun part begins! You’re free to talk however you’d like, of
course, but here are some suggestions for making the most of your time together:  

If you know a lot about your subject--and/or you’re having wine
with lunch and you’re suddenly feeling less shy--you might want
to volunteer yourself! If no one volunteers, the person sitting
closest to the exit can be the moderator. And no switching
chairs after you read this!

Chose a table moderator1

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Your Name



Take Notes2

If you have a tablet or PC and you’re particularly good at taking notes (or
creating cool graphics), volunteer yourself as note taker. If no one volunteers,
the first person to the right of the moderator with a note-taking device can
take notes. Or, you can all take notes collaboratively...! Note takers, you can
share your notes with other conference attendees here: (URL or site/wiki
name). Recommended is to take notes in real time on the wiki. Don’t worry if
they are not perfect, just capture the essence and important action items,
urls, and contact information.

"Missel dominicain MG 2113" by Rama - Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 fr via Wikimedia Commons -
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Follow a plan to initiate discussion.3

Conversation may start to flow easily...but if not,
here are some ways you might get people talking:

a. Start by giving everyone an opportunity to
speak. The moderator might speak first, and then
you can proceed clockwise (or if you’re rebels,
counter-clockwise). Each person might share an
interest in the subject and/or a question to be
addressed. The question should be related to the
subject--don’t ask where karaoke is tonight!
b. Ask if there is someone motivated to lead
the discussion who can introduce the subject. And
after that…follow with questions or comments.

"Planning tank operations, Siege of Tobruk cph.3b18203" by British Army - Licensed under Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons -
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Be flexible and have fun4

If you are in a conversation and start to feel that maybe some other subject
might be more interesting for you, of course you are free to change tables or
find other ways to make good use of your time. Your time is your own, use it in
your best interest!


